Preserve the Past for the Future
Maintaining and archiving documents and records for the public is a
primary duty for many government oﬃcials. Su erﬁeld Technologies has extensive experience in serving government oﬃcials in
their fulﬁlment of record management responsibili&es. Our staﬀ
has worked closely with state, county and municipal government
oﬃces in applying proven technology to accurately and eﬃciently
preserve such historical informa&on.

A few of the beneﬁts our services have provided for public oﬃcials
just like you include:
•Enhanced record availability
•Reclaimed storage space
•Preven&on of irreversible loss of informa&on
•Assurance of safety of public records
•Speedy recovery from natural disaster
•Restora&on of deteriorated records
•Reduced prin&ng costs for recreated records

This booklet is intended to help you understand some of the record
preserva&on op&ons available to you.
Su erﬁeld Technologies would be delighted to work with you and
your staﬀ to help you preserve the past. Don’t hesitate to contact
us if we can be of any service to you.
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Archival Imaging Services
On-site scanning services
•

Records you are responsible for never leave your oﬃces

•

Single and double sided scanning for documents up to
36” wide available

•

Very high volume scanning up to 12” x 18” page sizes

•

High resolu&on, non-destruc&ve scanning for bound
books with up to 18” x 28” page sizes

•

Color/greyscale 300 dpi resolu&on or be er always used
for scanning to produce excep&onally clear documents

•

Any pages with addendums will be scanned with and
without the addendum—during page indexing, pages
with addenda will be given suﬃxes

•

Plat maps/engineering drawings removed from plat
sleeves for scanning—we can place drawings in new
sleeves also

Oﬀ-site scanning services
•

Loose page and bound book scanning

•

Court case scanning

•

Document prepara&on—staple, clasp, fastener removal;
unfolding; removal from envelopes

•

Provision of digital copies of oﬀ-site documents within 4
hours of retrieval request

•

Microﬁlm or microﬁche—35mm or 16mm

•

Aperture cards

•

Provision of microﬁche/microﬁlm as Virtual Film to
replace microﬁlm reader/printer systems
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Archival image enhancement/restoraon services
•

Bound book image restora&on
⇒ Recovery of faded text and image a ributes

•

State-of-the-art Photostat image restora&on
⇒ Intelligent soDware image analysis resul&ng in all black text

on white background
⇒ Removal of smudges, wrinkles, stains caused by photographic

development processes
⇒ Recovery of faded text and image a ributes
⇒ Other op&onal services such as scanner line removal, de-

skewing, de-speckling, round/square hole removal, border
reversal/removal, automa&c cropping, line removal available

•

Images delivered in any image format required (common
types are JPG, TIF, PDF)

Image / data processing services
•

Index report—provided with all jobs, missing pages
iden&ﬁed will be noted; includes placing missing pages
when found

•

Indexing of images by basic book/page, complete property
record/court case or other informa&on

•

Conversion of proprietary format images (File Magic,
Applica&on Extender, Laser Fiche, Canon)

•

Data/image output to soDware vendor speciﬁed formats

•

All indexing and imaging services are done inside the U.S.

Other services
•

Large volume book recrea&on from digital images to 100%
linen archival record paper

•

Computer Output Microﬁlm (500 year shelf life)
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Photostats—Disappearing Documents
Photostats were originally created using a photographic process with developing
and ﬁxing chemicals, similar to developing black/white photographs. These
documents have issues that are unlike other documents retained in many county
oﬃces. The following list details some of those diﬀerences:

•

Inconsistencies in the
development chemicals and
incomplete development cause
the “staining” that appears on
many of these pages.

•

ADer years of use Photostats
fade, similar to what is seen on
black and white photographs.
Exposure to light increases the
speed of this deteriora&on.

•

Fine or light details on originals,
such as signatures or recording
stamps will fade from Photostats
before the darker text.

•

Exposure from the facing
Photostat page will oDen cause an
overlay of a mirror image from
that document, appearing as
“bleed-through”.

•

Oﬃces frequently placed labels or
recording strips on these documents, with dark text on white background.
Another common prac&ce shown on this example is dark text hand wri&ng,
some&mes even on top of the dark background.

•

These documents frequently have oversize margins that can be removed
without loss of data.

•

If exposed to moisture, these pages will oDen s&ck together.

•

Another on-going problem with Photostat documents is the increased cost
for crea&ng copies of these documents—because of the black background, a
copy of a Photostat may use up to 20 &mes more printer toner than a
restored document.
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Digital Restoraon
The bi-tonal (black and white) image shown has been restored by an automated
soDware process that produces black text on a white background from all text
objects in the original Photostat. In addi&on, each image is reviewed by a trained
image technician who can make manual ﬁnal adjustments to the image to produce a digital restora&on that is superior to the original in many ways:
•

“Staining” is automa&cally removed and background is converted to solid
white.

•

All text is converted to black, regardless of whether original was light or dark.

•

If possible, images are automa&cally
de-skewed (rotated slightly to be
straight on the page).

•

Automated “safe” cropping is done
on each image.

•

Round or square binding holes are
automa&cally removed from the
image.

In addi&on to the automated processing
to restore these documents, a 100%
quality review by a trained image technician adds the following beneﬁt:
•

Regions that are faint or faded can
be selected manually and converted
more aggressively to make the data
more legible (no&ce the recording
stamp in the upper right corner).

•

Originals that were created with
equipment that was slightly out of focus can oDen be “sharpened” to make
the text more legible.

•

Regions of images with important informa&on are given extra scru&ny and
eﬀort to make the text as legible as possible (book & page, instrument numbers, recording stamps, names, signatures and legal descrip&ons)

•

Every image is reviewed and reconverted if a be er result can be acquired
with diﬀerent restora&on seMngs.

•

Op&onally, each image can be manually cropped to reclaim unused border.
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Loose Page Record Book Scanning
One of our special&es is high-speed
scanning loose page record books onsite at municipal and county oﬃces.
That’s right—ON-SITE! Our scanning
teams are available for travel
anywhere in the con&nental United
States.
Our scanning processes are designed
to produce the best possible image,
even from faded or poor quality
original documents.
Because archival quality record books are typically heavier weight
paper, we have determined that diﬀerent equipment and processes
are required to scan these documents without damaging them. We
avoid using scanners that move the pages through a paper path
that bends the pages, as that causes frequent jams and damages
the pages.
•

All scanning is done in color or greyscale to capture all the
informa&on on the original documents

•

Automated processing is done in our imaging lab to convert to
des&na&on ﬁle type, automa&cally crop, de-skew, de-speckle
or remove holes as your job requires

•

Typically, images will be delivered as compressed bi-tonal
Group IV TIF images (very small storage, fast viewing) or any
other common format (the original, unprocessed images can
also be provided)

•

Page sizes up to 12” wide and any length can be scanned

•

Only scanners using a straight through paper path, resul&ng in
fewer mis-feeds due to heavy paper weight, are used
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•

Pages with
addendums/overlaid
notes will be
scanned both with
and without the
addendum

•

All record books
with numbered
pages will be
indexed by page
number to assure
that all pages are
present. Missing
pages will be
acquired if available
and added to the job
in the correct
format. If missing
pages are not
Job Index Report
available, they will
be noted on the Job Index Report. Indexing by page number
also makes it possible for any job to have images with correct
page number names.

Many other image processing op&ons are available, for example:
⇒

Photostat restora&on

⇒

Round or square binding hole removal

⇒

OCR (Op&cal Character Recogni&on)

⇒

Removal of blank pages

⇒

Manual cropping to get the largest possible image

⇒

100% manual quality control review

⇒

Indexing by instrument number

⇒

Rota&on of images to proper orienta&on
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Bound Book Scanning
Bound books present unique challenges for scanning. Our scanning
process is non-destruc&ve and produces superior images even from
faded or poor originals. Page curvature is minimized while
protec&ng the spine of the book by maintaining the book in a “V”
shaped cradle while scanning.
•

Bound books scanning is done on-site at high resolu&on
(300-400 dpi) to color/greyscale images

•

Books are opened to 135 degrees during the scanning
process—this allows pages to lay ﬂat without damaging
the spine and get all data when there is wri&ng near the
center of the page

•

Pages are scanned with considerable over-scan and
cropped back to the original page size

•

Conversion processes are u&lized that produce black text/
lines from all colored image ar&facts

•

A combina&on of manual and automated processing is
done in our imaging lab to convert to des&na&on ﬁle type,
crop, and enhance faint images as your job requires

•

Pages with addendums/overlaid notes will be scanned
both with and without the addendum

•

All record books with numbered pages will be indexed by
page number to assure that all pages are present—missing
pages will be acquired if available or noted on the Job
Index Report if not

•

Folio pages (where right page is con&nua&on of leD page)
can be “s&tched” to produce a single page

•

Special processes are available for laminated pages that
prevent “bright spots” in the ﬁnal images
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Wide Format Loose Page Scanning
Loose page documents larger than 12” up to 36” wide are scanned
using special wide format equipment. Both single and double sided
documents up to approximately 1/8” thick can be scanned. Many
originals have mixed colors, Photostat regions or are faint with poor
quality. Special soDware processing is used to restore data and
produce an image that is oDen superior to the original.
•

Wide format scanning is done on-site to produce high resolu&on
color/greyscale JPG images

•

Conversion processes are u&lized that produce black text/lines
from all colored image ar&facts

•

Typically, images will be delivered as compressed bi-tonal Group IV
TIF images (very small storage, fast viewing) or any other common
format (the original, unprocessed images can also be provided)

•

A combina&on of manual and automated processing is done in our
imaging lab to convert to des&na&on ﬁle type, crop, and enhance
faint images as your job requires

•

Pages with addendums/overlaid notes will be scanned both with
and without the addendum

•

Large loose leaf books with duplex pages (double sided) can be
scanned eﬃciently by u&lizing duplex wide format scanners

•

Image enhancement is available to remove unwanted image
ar&facts such as speckles, lines, images of taped regions, tears

•

Images such as Maps and Engineering drawings can be indexed by
name

•

Documents stored in plat cabinet sleeves will be removed from
the sleeves to produce the best possible scans—documents can be
placed in new sleeves as part of the project

•

Special processes are available for laminated pages that prevent
“bright spots” in the ﬁnal images
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Plat Map Sample

Tract Book Sample
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Indexing Services
Most document images have li le value without some method of
iden&fying the image. Nearly all of the document imaging services
provided by our company involves some amount of indexing to
properly iden&fy the images and allow for rapid retrieval , either
from the computer ﬁle system or from a soDware vendor’s
computer system.
As oﬃces have embraced computer technology, document images
have become a standard component of the soDware systems in use
in those oﬃces. While the day to day work in those oﬃces allow the
oﬃce staﬀ to easily add the document images for their on-going
work, scanning and indexing the documents that pre-date
computeriza&on into these systems can be a daun&ng task. Our
image service op&ons include indexing for any type of records.
We have found over the years of providing indexing services that
the quality of indexing provided by na&ve English speaking staﬀ is
superior to any oﬀ-shore indexing services we have evaluated. As a
result, we u&lize only local staﬀ for all our indexing services.
Examples of some of the indexing services we have provided to
other government agencies are listed below:
•

Index by book name and page number. This type of indexing is
always recommended for books/documents that have
sequen&al numbers such as County Deed Record Books.
Indexing by page allows us to locate any suﬃxed pages,
duplicate pages, missing pages and pages out of order.

•

Index by court case type, case year, case number; for example,
CV-1994-00236 or TX-2002-03-0972. Addi&onal features such
as checking for missing numbers, conver&ng 2 digit years to 4
digits and adding suﬃxes for duplicate cases are standard
components of court case indexing.
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•

Index by name(s). Court cases, real estate property
transac&ons and jail records are all examples of documents
that require name indexing. Names can be indexed into
separate ﬁelds for Last, First and Middle or in a single ﬁeld. A
component of name indexing is to check for consistency such
as comma aDer last name, single space aDer comma and
standardiza&on of name suﬃxes (JR, SR, I, II, etc).

•

Index by document type and document date. Frequently,
documents such as court cases or real estate property
transac&ons need to be indexed by document/instrument
type. Typically, we would work with your oﬃce to have a list of
valid document types and limit indexing to those values only.

•

Index by legal descrip&on. Real estate transac&ons frequently
require indexing by legal descrip&on which can be very
diﬃcult and tedious. With our years of experience working
with property legal descrip&ons used in several states, we
have developed strategies that allow us to index these records
with a very high rate of accuracy and comple&on.

•

Index by box/folder.

•

Index by drawing/map name.

A vital component of any indexing agency is having the ability to
export data in very speciﬁc formats that will enable soDware
vendors to quickly and accurately import the data and images that a
service bureau creates. Our staﬀ has a wide range of experience
with data conversion processes. We have worked with dozens of
soDware systems to provide export/import ﬁles for data and
images.
All indexing processes are coupled with quality control process that
are designed to catch indexing errors early in the process, oDen at
the point of data entry. Our customers return to our services &me
and &me again because they know that the results we deliver are
high quality and because we stand behind our work.
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Other Services
Archival Book Recreaon
Many of our customers have
u&lized our recrea&on services to
produce replacement books when
the originals are in poor condi&on.
All book recrea&ons u&lize laser
prin&ng on 100% Linen Record
archival quality paper.
•

Laser prin&ng on acid free
archival paper

•

Books recreated from images
scanned by any of our
processes

•

Images are cropped and resized to retain
the original aspect ra&o

•

12” x 18” original books reduce to legal size are more legible
than the originals

•

Pages can be printed so that binding edges can be along the
long or short edge of the book

•

Images are shiDed to provide adequate page margins along the
binding edge while making the reproduced image as large as
possible on the printed page

•

Recommended page sizes include le er (8.5 x 11), legal (8.5 x
14) and ledger (11 x 17)

•

Special page sizes are available on request

•

Industry standard archival binders with spine and book cover
are standard for all books, each with custom labeling and
internal sec&on dividers
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Microﬁlm Scanning
•

Scan images from 16mm or 35mm microﬁlm/microﬁche and
aperture cards

•

Scanning done at high resolu&on using the latest technology

•

Automated processing available to convert to des&na&on ﬁle
type, automa&cally crop, de-skew, de-speckle or remove holes
as your job requires

•

Typically, images will be delivered as compressed bi-tonal
Group IV TIF images (very small storage, fast viewing) or any
other common format (the original, unprocessed images can
also be provided)

•

All record books with numbered pages will be indexed by page
number to assure that all pages are present—missing pages
will be acquired if available or noted on the Job Index Report if
not

•

Photostat restora&on may be possible from microﬁlm images
if original pages are not available

COM (Computer Output Microﬁlm) Creaon Services
Many government agencies con&nue to produce microﬁlm archives
of oﬃcial documents for addi&onal disaster recovery assurance.
Su erﬁeld Technologies is a Fuji cer&ﬁed ﬁlm lab, producing
archival ﬁlm with a 500 year shelf life.
•

All ﬁlm is produced using a Computer Op&cal Microﬁlming
process to produce very consistent, high quality microﬁlm

•

Current microﬁlm processes produce ﬁlm rated at 500 year
storage life when stored under op&mal condi&ons

•

Larger images (maps, drawings) can be split into smaller pages
for storage on 16mm ﬁlm or in whole on 35mm ﬁlm
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Company History
Richard Su erﬁeld began working with county and municipal
government oﬃces in Oklahoma in the early 1990s, crea&ng
soDware to manage data and images of public and conﬁden&al
records. As those oﬃces began to need back ﬁle conversions,
imaging services to scan and index records were added. With
the background in serving government oﬃcials in managing
their records, Su erﬁeld Technologies has grown to be a
trusted partner in coun&es and ci&es across the country.
In 2016, Su erﬁeld Technologies processed nearly 15 million
images, exclusively for government oﬃces. Our staﬀ is very
experienced, with several who have been providing
programming and support services to oﬃces responsible for
Vital Sta&s&cs, Land Records and Court Case documents for
over 15 years. We understand your data and your need for
archival quality. We are constantly improving our services,
keeping abreast of the latest technology, but tempering our
technological advancement by focusing ﬁrst on the quality
that public records require and then on keeping the cost of
our services as aﬀordable as possible.
Our family owned small business is proud of the work we do
and our goal is for our customers to be 100% sa&sﬁed. We
stand behind our work and are consistently asked to complete
new projects by customers we’ve served in the past. We
guarantee to provide you with the best quality and support for
out work aDer the job is complete. We would be happy to
provide you with dozens of references from happy customers.
We would be delighted to serve your oﬃce on your next
document imaging or indexing project. Give us a call or email
us with the details about your project.
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104 S 10th Street
Duncan, Oklahoma 73533
(580) 786-4390
www.su=erﬁeldtechnologies.com
info@sut-tech.com

